A Discriminative Deep Forest (DisDF) as a metric learning algorithm is proposed in the paper. It is based on the Deep Forest or gcForest proposed by Zhou and Feng and can be viewed as a gcForest modification. The case of the fully supervised learning is studied when the class labels of individual training examples are known. The main idea underlying the algorithm is to assign weights to decision trees in random forest in order to reduce distances between objects from the same class and to increase them between objects from different classes. The weights are training parameters. A specific objective function which combines Euclidean and Manhattan distances and simplifies the optimization problem for training the DisDF is proposed. The numerical experiments illustrate the proposed distance metric algorithm.
Introduction
Real-world data usually has a high-dimensionality and a non-linear complex structure. In order to improve the performance of many classification algorithms especially those relying on distance computations (nearest neighbor classifiers, support vector machines, etc.) the distance metric learning methods are widely applied. Bellet et al. [1] selected three main groups of distance metric learning methods, which are defined by conditions of the available information about class labels of training examples. The first group consists of fully supervised algorithms for which we have a set of labeled training examples S = {(x i , y i ), i = 1, ..., n} such that every example has a label of a class y i ∈ Y, i.e., the class labels of individual training examples are known The second group consists of weakly supervised algorithms. This group is characterized by the lack of class labels for training every example, but there is a side information in the form of constraints corresponding to the semantic similarity or dissimilarity of pairs of training examples. This can be seen as having label information only at the pair level. The third group consists of semi-supervised algorithms for which there is a part of data that are labeled or belong to similarity constraints, but another part consists of fully unlabeled data.
We study the first group of algorithms in this paper. The main goal of fully supervised distance metric learning is to use discriminative information to keep all the data samples in the same class close and those from different classes separated [18] . As indicated by Yang and Jin [28] , unlike most supervised learning algorithms where training examples are given class labels, the training examples Figure 1 : The architecture of the cascade forest [30] The paper can be viewed as an extension of the results obtained by Utkin and Ryabinin [22] where the Siamese Deep Forest has been proposed. The main difference of the presented paper from [22] is that the case of the weakly supervised learning was used in the Siamese Deep Forest when there are no information about the class labels of individual training examples, but only information in the form of sets of semantically similar pairs is available. Now we study the case of the fully supervised learning when the class labels of individual training examples are known.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a very short introduction into the gcForest proposed by Zhou and Feng [30] . The idea to assign weights to trees in random forests, which allows us to construct the DisDF, is considered in Section 3 in detail. Algorithms for training and testing the DisDF are considered in Section 4. Section 5 provides algorithms for dealing with large-scale training data. Numerical experiments with real data illustrating the proposed DisDF are given in Section 6. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 7.
Deep Forest
According to [30] , the gcForest generates a deep forest ensemble, with a cascade structure. Representation learning in deep neural networks mostly relies on the layer-by-layer processing of raw features. The gcForest representational learning ability can be further enhanced by the so-called multi-grained scanning. Each level of cascade structure receives feature information processed by its preceding level, and outputs its processing result to the next level. Moreover, each cascade level is an ensemble of decision tree forests. We do not consider in detail the Multi-Grained Scanning where sliding windows are used to scan the raw features because this part of the deep forest is the same in the DisDF. However, the most interesting component of the gcForest from the DisDF construction point of view is the cascade forest.
Given an instance, each forest produces an estimate of class distribution by counting the percentage of different classes of examples at the leaf node where the concerned instance falls into, and then averaging across all trees in the same forest. The class distribution forms a class vector, which is then concatenated with the original vector to be input to the next level of cascade. The usage of the class vector as a result of the random forest classification is very similar to the idea underlying the stacking method [25] . The stacking algorithm trains the first-level learners using the original training data set. Then it generates a new data set for training the second-level learner (meta-learner) such that the outputs of the first-level learners are regarded as input features for the second-level learner while the original labels are still regarded as labels of the new training data. In fact, the class vectors in the gcForest can be viewed as the meta-learners. In contrast to the stacking algorithm, the gcForest simultaneously uses the original vector and the class vectors (meta-learners) at the next level of cascade by means of their concatenation. This implies that the feature vector is enlarged and enlarged after every cascade level. The architecture of the cascade proposed by Zhou and Feng [30] is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen from the figure that each level of the cascade consists of two different pairs of random forests which generate 3-dimensional class vectors concatenated each other and with the original input. After the last level, we have the feature representation of the input feature vector, which can be classified in order to get the final prediction. Zhou and Feng [30] propose to use different forests at every level in order to provide the diversity which is an important requirement for the random forest construction.
Weighted averages in forests
The DisDF aims to provide large distances between pairs of vectors belonging to the same class and small distances between vectors from different classes.
In order to achieve the above aim, we modify ideas provided by Xiong et al. [26] and Dong et al. [8] . Xiong et al. [26] considered an algorithm for solving the metric learning problem by means of the random forests. The proposed metric is able to implicitly adapt its distance function throughout the feature space. Dong et al. [8] proposed a random forest metric learning algorithm which combines semi-multiple metrics with random forests to better separate the desired targets and background in detecting and identifying target pixels based on specific spectral signatures in hyperspectral image processing. A common idea underlying the metric learning algorithms in [8] and [26] is to define a distance measure between a pair of training elements x i and x j for a combination of trees as average of some special functions of the training elements. For example, if a random forest is a combination of T decision trees {f t (x), t = 1, ..., T }, then the distance measure is
Here ψ(x i , x j ) is a function specifically defined in [8] and [26] . The idea of the distance measure (1) produced by a random forest combined with the idea of probability distributions of classes for producing new augmented feature vectors after every level of the cascade forest proposed by Zhou and Feng [30] can be a basis for the modification of the gcForest which produce a new feature representation for efficient metric learning. According to [30] , each forest of a cascade level produces an estimate of the class probability distribution by counting the percentage of different classes of training examples at a leaf node where the concerned instance falls into, and then averaging across all trees in the same forest. In contrast to this approach for computing the class probability distribution, we propose to define the class distribution as a weighted sum of the tree class probabilities. The weights can be viewed as training parameters. They are optimized in order to reduce distances between examples of the same class and to increase them between examples from different classes.
We apply the greedy algorithm for training the DisDF, i.e., we train separately every level starting from the first level such that every next level uses results of training obtained at the previous level. 
Let us introduce notations for indices corresponding to different deep forest components. The indices and their sets of values are shown in Table 1 . One can see from Table 1 , that there are Q levels of the deep forest, every level contains M q forests such that every forest consists of T k,q trees. It is supposed that all training examples are divided into C classes.
Suppose we have trained trees in the DisDF. According to [30] , the class distribution forms a class vector which is then concatenated with the original vector to be input to the next level of cascade. Suppose an origin vector is x i , and the p
is the probability of class c for x i produced by the t-th tree from the k-th forest at the cascade level q. Below we use the triple index (t, k, q) in order to indicate that the element belongs to the t-th tree from the k-th forest at the cascade level q. Following the results given in [30] , the element v
of the class vector corresponding to class c and produced by the k-th forest in the gcForest is determined as
Denote the obtained class vector as v
after the first level of the cascade is
It is composed of the original vector x i and M 1 class vectors obtained from M 1 forests at the first level. In the same way, we can write the concatenated vector x (q) i after the q-th level of the cascade as
Below we omit the index q in order to reduce the number of indices because all derivations will concern only level q, where q may be arbitrary from 1 to Q.
The vector x i in (3) is derived in accordance with the gcForest algorithm [30] by using (2) . We propose to change the method for computing elements v (k) i,c of the class vector in the DisDF, namely, the averaging (2) is replaced with the weighted sum of the form:
Here w (t,k) is a weight for combining the class probabilities of the t-th tree from the k-th forest. An illustration of the weighted averaging is shown in Fig. 2 , where we partly modify a picture from It is important to note that we weigh trees belonging to one of the forests, but we do not weigh classes, i.e., the weights do not depend on the class c. Moreover, the weights characterize trees, but not training elements. One can also see from 
The weights are restricted by the following obvious condition:
So, we have the weighted averages for every forest, and the weights are trained parameters which are optimized in order to decrease the distance between objects from the same class and to increase the distance between objects from different classes. Therefore, the next task is to develop an algorithm for training the DisDF, in particular, for computing the weights for every forest and for every cascade level.
The DisDF training and testing
In this section, we consider how to efficiently compute the weights in the DisDF. The main difficulty in solving this task is to choose a proper loss function which allows us to implement efficient computations. We overcome the difficulty by modifying the well-known contrastive loss function. The proposed modification gives us a convex loss function with respect to weights.
Before considering the DisDF training, we introduce the following notation:
Vectors P ij , Q ij , w, w 2 , π have the same length M k=1 T k , and they are produced as the concatenation of M vectors characterizing the forests, for example, the vector w is the concatenation of vectors
If a pair of examples (x i , x j ) belongs to the same class, then we assume that z ij = 0, otherwise z ij = 1.
We apply the greedy algorithm for training the DisDF, namely, we train separately every level starting from the first level such that every next level uses results of training at the previous level. The training process at every level consists of two steps. The first step aims to train all trees by applying all training examples. This step totally coincides with the training algorithm of the original gcForest proposed by Zhou and Feng [30] .
The second step is to train the DisDF in order to get the weights w (t,k) , t = 1, ..., T k . This can be done by minimizing the following objective function over M unit (probability) simplices in R T k denoted as ∆ k , i.e., over non-negative vectors w (k) , k = 1, ..., M , that sum up to one:
Here l is the loss function, R(w) is a regularization term, λ is a hyper-parameter which controls the strength of the regularization. We define the regularization term as
One of the most popular loss functions in metric learning is the contrastive loss which can be written in terms of the considered problem as follows:
Here τ is the tuning parameter. It can be seen from the above expression that the first term of the sum corresponds to the reduction of distances between points of the same class, and the second term increases the distances between points from different classes. We aim to find the minimum of the function with respect to w in order to find an optimal vector of weights which fulfills the above properties of examples from the same and from different classes. Moreover, we aim to get the convex function J q (w) with respect to w satisfying (5) in order to simplify the solution of the optimization problem.
Since the weights w impact on values of augmented parts of vectors x i , then we define the distances between these parts of vectors without taking into account the concatenated original vectors. Let us denote the distance between two vectors v
. Then the k-th forest at level q produces the following Euclidean distance:
Taking into account all M forests at level q, we can write the total distance between v i and v j without original vectors as:
Here < ·, · > is the dot product of two vectors. The function (8) is convex with respect to w (t,k) . Unfortunately, the second term in (7) as a function of w is non-convex. In order to overcome this difficulty, we modify the contrastive loss and reformulate the distance metric in the second term as follows:
The Manhattan distance is used instead of the Euclidean distance. We do not need to consider the absolute values of w (t,k) because the weights are restricted by condition (5) such that their values are non-negative. Moreover, we rewrite the second term in the following form:
The above function is convex in the interval [0, 1] of w (t,k) . Then the objective function J q (w) as a sum of the convex functions is convex with respect to weights. Finally, we write the function J q (w) as
Let us introduce new variables
Then we can rewrite the optimization problem as
subject to (5) and
This is a standard quadratic optimization problem with linear constraints and with M · T k variables w (t,k) and n · (n − 1)/2 variables α ij . Let us prove that the problem can be decomposed into M quadratic optimization problems in accordance with forests, i.e., every optimization problem can be solved for every forest separately. Let us return to the problem (9) . The first term in the objective function can be rewritten as
Since constraints (5) for w (t,k0) and w (t,k1) do not intersect each other by k 0 = k 1 , i.e., they consist of different weights, then we can separately consider M optimization problems for every k.
Let us consider the second term in (9) and rewrite it as follows:
Here M k=1 τ k = τ . In order to minimize J q (w), we need to maximize
But its maximizing does not depend on k because the corresponding constraints (5) for w (t,k0) and w (t,k1) do not intersect each other. Since τ as well as τ k are tuning parameters, then we can tune τ k for every k = 1, ..., M , separately. Then we can write
Here A is a term which does not depend on w (t,k) , but, of course, it depends on other weights from the vector w (k) . In fact, we have the parameter τ k = τ k0 + A for tuning. So, we can separately solve the problems for every forest. Then (10)-(11) can be rewritten for every forest as follows:
In sum, we can write a general algorithm for training the DisDF (see Algorithm 1). Its complexity mainly depends on the number of levels. Having the trained DisDF, we can classify a new example x. By using the trained decision trees and the weights w, the vector x is augmented at each level. Finally, we get the vector v of augmented features after the Q-th level of the forest cascade corresponding to original example x.
The class of the example x is defined by the sum of the c-th elements of vectors
The example x belongs to the class c, if the sum of the c-th elements v Train all trees at the q-th level in accordance with the gcForest algorithm [30] 3:
Compute the weights w (k) by solving the k-th quadratic optimization problem with the objective function (12) and constraints (5) and (13) 5:
For every x i , compute v For every x i , form the concatenated vector x (q) i for the next level by using (3) 9: end for 5 Large-scale data
The main difficulty in solving the problem (12)- (13) is that the number of variables as well as the number of constraints may be extremely large because we need to enumerate all pairs of training data. Therefore, we simplify the algorithm by using the well-known Frank-Wolfe algorithm [9] . It is represented as Algorithm 2.
Denote
The gradient of the function J q (w (k) ) with respect to the variable w (k,t) is
It should be noted that the linear problem in Algorithm 2 can be solved by looking for the solution among T k vertices of the unit simplex ∆ k . The vertices are of the form: g =(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0).
Algorithm 2
The Frank-Wolfe algorithm [9] in terms of the DDF training
Compute the gradient f (w s ) = ∇ w (k) J q (w s )
4:
Solve the linear problem g s ← arg min g∈∆ k g, f (w s ) , g ∈R T k is the vector of optimization variables
5:
Compute γ s ← 2/(s + 2) 6:
Hence, we have to look for smallest value of f (w s ) by t = 1, ..., T k . In other words, we compute
Then g s consists of T k − 1 zero elements and the unit element whose index t 0 coincides with the index of the smallest value of f (w s ).
So, we have obtained a very simple algorithm for solving the problem (12)- (13). Its simplicity is due to simple constraints for the weights w (k,t) . The modified Frank-Wolfe algorithm is represented as Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The modified Frank-Wolfe algorithm
Compute ∇ w (k,t) J q (w (k) ) for every t = 1, ..., T k by using (14) 4:
g s ← (0, ..., 0, 1 t0 , 0, ..., 0)
6:
Compute γ s ← 2/(s + 2)
7:
Update w s+1 ← w s + γ s (g s − w s ) 8: end for 9: w (k) ← w s+1
Numerical experiments
We compare the DisDF with the gcForest. The DisDF has the same cascade structure as the standard gcForest described in [30] . Each level (layer) of the cascade structure consists of 2 complete-random tree forests and 2 random forests. Three-fold cross-validation is used for the class vector generation. The number of cascade levels is automatically determined. We modify a software in Python implementing the gcForest and available at https://github.com/leopiney/deep-forest to implement the procedure for computing optimal weights and weighted averages v First, we compare the DisDF with the gcForest by using some public data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository [17] : the Ecoli data set (336 instances, 8 features, 8 classes) , the Parkinsons data set (197 instances, 23 features, 2 classes), the Ionosphere data set (351 instances, 34 features, 2 classes). A more detailed information about the data sets can be found from, respectively, the data resources. Different values for the regularization hyper-parameter λ have been tested, choosing those leading to the best results. In order to investigate how the number of decision trees impact on the classification accuracy, we study the DisDF as well as gcForest by different number of trees, namely, we take T k = T = 100, 400, 700, 1000.
Results of numerical experiments for the Parkinsons data set are shown in Table 2 . It contains the DisDF accuracy measures obtained for the gcForest (denoted as gcF) and the DisDF as functions of the number of trees T in every forest and the number N = 50, 80, 100, 120 of examples in the training set. It follows from Table 2 that the accuracy of the DisDF exceeds the same measure of the gcForest in most cases. The difference is not significant by N = 50 and 120. However, it is larger by N = 100 and the small amount of trees T . Nevertheless, the largest difference between accuracy measures of the DisDF and the gcForest is observed by T = 1000 and N = 100.
Results of numerical experiments for the Ecoli data set are shown in Table 3 . This data set shows the largest difference between accuracy measures of the DisDF and gcForest by N = 50. This implies that the proposed DisDF outperforms the gcForest by the very small amount of training data. It is interesting to note that the DisDF does not outperform the gcForest by N = 120 and T = 700. At the same time, the number of trees also significantly impact on the accuracy, namely, we can see from Table 3 that the outperformance of the DisDF is observed by T = 100 and 400.
Numerical results for the Ionosphere data set are represented in Table 4 . It follows from Table  4 that the largest difference between accuracy measures of the DisDF and the gcForest is observed by T = 100 and N = 50. This again implies that the DisDF outperforms the gcForest by the very small amount of training data.
By analyzing all results, we have to point out that, in contrast to comparative results, the highest accuracy measure can be obtained by the large number of training data and the large number of trees in every forest. If the first parameter (N ) cannot be controlled, then the number of trees is a tuning parameter. It is interesting to note that the largest number of trees by some fixed values of N , for example, N = 80 and 100, does not provide the largest accuracy measure. In particular, we can see from Tables 3-4 that the largest accuracy measures are achieved at T = 400 and 700.
It should be noted that the multi-grained scanning proposed in [30] was not applied to investigating the above data sets having relatively small numbers of features. The above numerical results have been obtained by using only the forest cascade structure.
Another data set for comparison of the DisDF and gcForest is the well-known MNIST data set which is a commonly used large database of 28 × 28 pixel handwritten digit images [16] . It has a training set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 examples. The digits are size-normalized and centered in a fixed-size image. The data set is available at http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/. In contrast to gcForest, we did not use the multi-grained scanning scheme for the DisDF implementation because its use provides worse results by the small amount of training data. Results of numerical experiments for the MNIST data set are shown in Table 5 . Numerical experiments with the MNIST data set by the very small training data have shown that the use of the multi-grained scanning procedure may deteriorate the classification performance of the DisDF as well as the gcForest. Therefore, we did not use this procedure in numerical experiments with the MNIST. It can be seen from Table 5 that the DisDF outperforms the gcForest in the most cases. The largest difference between accuracy measures of the DisDF and the gcForest is observed by T = 100 and N = 50.
Conclusion
A discriminative metric learning algorithm in the form of the DisDF has been presented in the paper. Two main contributions should be pointed out. First, we have introduced weights for trees which allow us to apply some new properties for the deep forest. The weights play a key role in the developing the DisDF. This role is similar to the role of weights of connections in neural networks which also have to be trained. This implies that we can control properties of the deep forest and its modifications by constructing the corresponding objective functions J(w) which are similar to the loss or reconstruction functions in neural networks. This fact opens a way for developing new modifications of the deep forest which have certain properties. Moreover, we get an opportunity to consider the relationship between the deep forest and neural networks as it has been done by Richmond et al. [21] in exploring the relationship between stacked random forests and deep convolutional neural networks. Second, we have used a new objective function J q (w) which combines two different distance metrics: Euclidean and Manhattan distances. This combination allows us to get the convex objective function with respect to w and to significantly simplify the optimization problem.
It should be also noted that one of the implementations of the DisDF has been represented in the paper. It should be noted that other modifications of the DisDF can be also obtained. We can use more efficient modifications of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, for example, algorithms proposed by Hazan and Luo [10] or Reddi et al. [20] . We can also consider non-linear functions of weights like activation functions in neural networks. Moreover, we can investigate imprecise statistical models [23] for restricting the set of weights, for example, we can reduce the unit simplex of weights in order to get robust classification models. These modifications can be viewed as directions for further research.
